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At the present time a now method of punching holes in thick plates and
sections is more and morc widely employed in factory workshops and machine shops -
namely the punching of holesby explosion (1,2).

The plant for effecting the operation consists of the following basic com-
ponents• cartridge chawber 1 (fig.1), barrel 29 silencer 3, the working parts
punch 4 and die 5 and the frame 6 which ensures the coaxiality of the punch and
die and takes up the load during the punching process.

In utilisin2' the energy of the explosion the punch acquires a considerable
velocity when approaching the part (up to 100 n/see) and it was therefore possible
to design a unit weighing only 25 kg, but developing very great power, The work
done by th& unit can be equivalent to the work done by a 50 to 75 ton press.

Fi_1 ia atic view of a unit for punc_~hinnholes

The plant for punching holes by explosion can be oorrectly designed only if
the laws governing the behaviour of the metal when subjected to high speed loads
and the technological features of the process are knovwn. Those were ascertained
by studying the process of punching holes in hi-h speed impact machine tests (3).

In the course of these experiments it was found that alongside with good
technological indices (high accuracy and quality of the operation, satisfactory
stability of the tool, absence of microfissures), rapid punching ofholes also
shows satisfactory indications as far as the work done and energy distribution are
concerned. The use of explosion devices for punching holes makes it possible to
obtain holes of considerable diameter (up to.,25•nm) in thick plates (up to 15 to
18 rmm) with a weight of powder equal to approximately 2g. , ,

The initial data for des',pning the unit are the characteristics of the holes
(diameter, markq specification fnd thickness of the material) to be punched, and
also the coordinates of the holes in the detail or part. The latter are necessary
for deciding the dimensions of the frame bracket (overhang and jaw).

Knowing the characteristics of the hole to be punched, we can determine the
work done in the defoiiation process from the following relationship

A3 = Kv Att (I)

where Aa is the required work done in the deformation process when using the
explosion method, K is the dynamic coefficient (depending on the approach velocity
of the punch to the part and on the properties of the material being punched) and
A stat is the work done in the static deformation of the hole.

For structural steels the dynamic coefficient can be taken from the graph
shown in fig,.29 which is based on experimental data. Theoretical values of dyna-
mic coefficients, althoug1 coinciding with the experimental ones, cannot be
recommended for practical use owing to the laborious calculations involved in
obtaining them. IV
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_Fi_•= Relationsip o -the dynic coefficient to the
impat v~elocity-ofth junoh

It will be seen from fig. 2 that the value of the dynamic coefficient is
less than one at high deformation velocities i.e. at considerable velocities
the work done in dynamic deformation (explosive punching) is less than the
work done in static deformation (usual. punching in a press). This is clearly
illustrated by the curves shown in fig.3.

.• G_[aph showing• the relationship of the work done in
deformation to the thickness of the material and the
impact velocit•

explosion punching

----------------- press punching

The change in the deformation work can be explained by the simultaneous
effect of two mutually counteracting factors. An increase in the deformation
velocity brings about an increase in the resistance to deformation due to the
effect of inertia forces, which increases the total work done. On the other
hand the increased temperature at the seat of the deformation and the decreased
volume of material subjected to plastic deformation, decreases the total work
done in deformation. At very high deformation velocities (vO> 35 to 40 m/see)
the second factor predominates.

The work done in static deformation Astat in the usual press process is
obtained (4) from the expression

Astatn o kgM (2)
1000

where X is a coefficient representing the ratio of the mean stress to the
maximum stress (for punching holes in thick-gauge steel parts X = 0.45 to 0.30)9
d is the diameter of the punch in mm, S is the thickaness of the material beingn
punched in _mm and TC is the resistance to shear in kg/m 2o mm

For deformation velocities different to those showm in fig. 2 or for
punching holes in other metals (i.e. if the value of the dynamic coefficient
is not known), conditional use can be made of a velocity coefficient a proposed
by S.I. Gubkin (5) and equal to 1.05 to 1.15. In this case the result will
always be on the high side giving an increased value for the deformlation work
i.e. the design will at first tend to an over-estimate of the energy carrying
charge (the powder), which can be subsequently adjusted by trial tests.

The basis of the design'are the ballistic and strength calculations. The
ballistic calculations concern the cartridge cham ber, the barrel and the punch
and the calculations for strength concern all the stressed elements of the
unit (frame, barrel and othersY.

The aim of the ballis+ic desi$a i- to choose such parameters for the
unit (diameter and length of barrel, dimensions of cartridge chamber, weight
of powder charge and weight of plunger), that the calculated impact velocity
of the punch against the part is an optimum velocity. The optimum impact
velocity for a given weight of the plunger must be taken as the velocity
corresponding to the kinetic energy of the plunger equal to the deformation work
Aa. This velocity can be found from the relationship

2
A- MnyVo (3)

2
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where m is the mass of the plunger and v is the optimum velocity of the plunger
at impact with the part.

The design velocities of the unit can be approximately arrived at by the
following method.

Since the firing process constitutes an adiabatic process of expansion of
gases formed as the result of the combustion of the powder, we can write (6):

W I *F V j2) n-n-i 1 
(4)

where W is the work done in the expansion of the gases, p1 is the initial
pressure of the gases, VI and V2 are the volumes of the gases at the beginning
and at the end of the expansion process (V2 is determined if the diameter and
the length of the barrel are known) and n=1.2 is the polytropic~index.

On the basis of experiments using cartridges of 7.62 caliber and cut-off
rifle cartridges of 32 caliber, the values of VI can be taken as equal to 0.0048
and 0.0045 cubic decimetres respectively.

The initial pressure of the powder gases is determined (7) from the follow-
ing internal ballistics equation:

fA kg/d 2  
(5)

where is the density of the charge

A kg/dm3 (6)

w is the weight of the powder charge, f is the force of the powder and a is
the co-volume of the powder.

The powder characteristics can be taken from the following tables

Powder f in kg. dmi/g a, in dm3 /kg.

Pyroxilin (nitrocellulose) (707-9).10O' 0.9-1.1

Nitroglycerin (9-11). 05 0.75-0.85

Black powder (2.8-3).10 5 0.5

Substituting the value p1 from equation (5) in equation (4), we get the
work done in the expansion of the gases- _

1 . A 1_ r 1 v)n 1  (7)n-i -1_-Q7 - 2

Substituting in equation (3) (on the basis of conditions prevailing during
the process of punching the hole) the value of the calculated design velocity
v instead of the optimum velocity, we can determine the work done by the pinch

p
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in the process of deformation. Clearly this work is equal to the work done
by the expanding gases and we can therefore say:

m v2 F- (_In-1]

n I . fA I v,
2 n-1 I-Aa, L \V

whence the calculated velocity of the approach of the punch is

2 2 . fA [-(V 1n-] (8)
vp 77 n 1 1----'A L r, y --) m'

VP nn

For nitroglycerine powders, such as the rifle cartridge powder of the
"Sokol" mark used in explosion units

rp - 3 .16.10 3 -o.28A dn/sec (9)
(1-0. 8A ) mn

Varying the weight of the powder charge, the mass of the plunger and the
length of the barrel, we can arrive at a value of the design velocity equal
to the optimum velocity. In doing so the weight of the powder must be in-
creased by 8 to 10u of the calculated weight. This will compensate for any
incomplete combustion in the powder.

It should be noted that for the majority of holes the diameter of the
part of the plunger sliding along the barrel (with a sliding fit of A3 or A )

C3 X3

is 1.5 to 2 times greater than the diameter of the maximum hole punched by the
projected unit. The choice of this diameter is based on the provision of an
adequate bearing surface when the plunger approaches the detail in qLestion.

Prom the calculations of the approach velocity of the punch, therefore, a
choice can be made of a suitable barrel for the unit. Assuming a given type
of cartridge containing the necessary powder charge, the cartridge chamber and
the lock of the unit can be designed. The chamber and lock can be of the
rifle type with a breech, or of the pistol type.

The dimensions of the bracket or frame, that is the distance between the
ends of its two arms (one of which is threaded for adjusting the position of
the barrel and the other contains the die) and the radius of curvature of the
frame, are determined by the governing conditions ensuring the necessary
correct approach to the surface being punched.

From the displacement velocity of the plunger and the mai-mum pressure
of the gases in the barrel, calculated to formulae (9) and (5) respectively,
a check calculation can be made for the strength of the main components and
sections of the unit, including the frame and the barrel.

The check calculation for the strength of the bracket frame can be made
in the following manner. The frame is regarded as constituting a bent beam,
bent along the arc of a circumference of radius R0 (fig.4). The weight of a
unit length of the bean is a. The weight of the impact block Q is concen-
trated at point C. The load P (plunger) travels along the axis y and hits
the impact block, which is rigidly fixed to the bent beam at point C. The
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impact block constitutes a massive block in which the die matrix is fixed.
This block is assumed to be incapable of any deformation when subjected to
impact. The frame (bent beam) is rigidly fixed at point A. The load P
travels with a velocity v prior to impact.

The equation of the elasticity curveg the curves for the bending moments
and transverse forces and the value of the displacement of any point in the bent
beam (f =f="-7+ .'2), are determined in accordance to the method described in the
work of S.D. Ponomarev and others (8).

Since the force P is applied to the frame at point 1 with a vwlocity v it
is necessary to introduce a dynamic coefficient in order to design a frame
subjected to a dynamic load effect. The dynamic coefficient is determined in a
similar manner as for a beam or girder subjected to a shock loads

2 2

K a- - -0 P p 2

eTstat (I + g+ 1.38 p 0

Knoving this coefficient, it is not difficult to determine the stresses and
displacements at any point of the beam when subjected to the effect of a shock
load -

dyn stat (01)

fdyn = Kafstat (12)

where stat and f are the stress and the displacement respectively due to a
stat stat

statically applied load.

_g.4 Calculation diagram for the frame.

As is well known the most dangerous section of the bent beam (frame)
is the section at point 5 (fig.4), which is situated opposite the point at which
the force is applied. This is the section which must be checked for strength.

With static loading the bending moment at this section is

M calc =- 2PR0  (13)

At the same -section the tensile force is

N N (14)calc ma--x

Since the dyna-mic coefficient can only be calculated for an actual existing
frame, we must in the first place assume preliminary given dimensions of the
frame and then check the section of this given frame for strength, allowing for
the shock effect of the load.

To simplify the calculations, the sectional dimensions of the frame can be
expressed L- terms of its main overall parameters (fig.5) as followss

R= h=4h =4b; h =b; b 2 =b;

R2 =R +h1 = 5b; b1 =3b;

5.



R3 = RI + h - 8b; h" = 3b.

Fig . .Crcs-section .of_ the frae

The distance to the centre of gravity of the section will then be

Re = RI + 1.5b = 5b.

The area of the frame section F = 6b2 and the radius of the neutral
layer is

r F 5.268b. (15)
FRbR

1 n -+ b In -1 2 R21 R2

The eccentricity can be determined from the formula

Z = R - r = 5.5b - 5.268b 0 0.232b0 0

and the distance from the neutral layer to the inner fibres is

h R r = 4b- 5,268b =-1.268b

and to the outer fibres it is

h2 = R3 - r = 8b - 5.268b = 2.732b.

The value of the static moment is

S = Fzo = 6b2O0.232b = 1-392b3

The total stress in the inner fibres is then

M h N•. -. ?. -t- + .. . (16)
.inner SR( F

and in the outer fibres it is

outer ='3+ (17)

Substituting the values of all the terms qontained in formulae (16) and
(17), we( get the values of the stresses in the inner and outer fibres due to a
static load-

2.7P (18)
inner b2

= 2_•5.Z(1•9)
outer b 2

The stresses duo to a dyu-a::mically applied force can be determined from
formulao (10) and (11).

6.



If we assume very approximately that Q=3P and qRo=2P, then from formula
(lo)

K v. 0.35 (20)
g f stat

PR3

fstat = 8.8- 0 263P (21)sttEJ' Eb

where J' is the approximated moment

J, -=SR = 1.39b. 4b = 5.56b.

The condition of stability for the frame is

dyn < astat 
(22)

or
2.7P 0.35 v o  C. (23)
b2 - stat

Substituting in this last expression the value for fstat' we get

3P7Vo2 E o2

- stat

103 gb3

whence3 ........

b 3 2 (214.)
10 go-sa

This formula enables us to determine the approximate thickness .of the T-
section wall from conditions of stability.

After calculating the thickness to this formula, we re-calculate all the
dimensions of the frame to the given relationships above. If we find that
4b < R' (where R* is the constructive dimension of the frame chosen on the
basis of its operational duty), then b must be taken as equal to R* and then

4
from this parameter all the other dimensions of the frame can be deduced.

Another important element in the construction of the explosion punching
unit is the barrel, the section of which is checked from results of ballistic
calculations of the pressure in the channel of the barrel. The check calcu-
lation for the barrel section is carried out in accordance with the method of
A.V. Gadolin, applicable to thick-gauge cylinders (9). Taking the inside
pressure to be equal to p1 as given by equation (5) and the outside pressure
to be equal to zero, we can deduce the wall thickmess of the barrel of the
projected unit. We see, therefore, that the check calculation for strength
enables us to finalise the dimensions of the barrel and determine the basic
dimensional parameters of the frame.

7.



Silencingdigoperaftion. One of the chief conditions for a Wider
application of the explosive method of hole punching in industry is the elim-
ination of sound during the process.

To solve this problem (even if only partially), it was decided to
measure the level of the sound pulses arising in the process of punching the
holes, both with and without the use of silencers of different construction
(fig.6). A special apparatus based on the design of the mark 'ShI-1' noise
gauge (registered patent No.23631 in the names of V.G. Kononenko, K.I.Zaitsev
and D.A. Raizman)q incorporating radio-electronic elements, was used for
measuring the sound characteristics. The results of the measurements have
shovm that the most successful, both from the point of view of sound reduction
and design, is the silencer shown in fig.6 b. In this type of silencer the
silencing is effected in the same way as in the usual silencers of the
labyrinth or baffle type (fir".6 c).

• Constructional di.a&Kams for silencers.

a - first type of silencer2 1- barrel of gun; 2- body of silencer; 3- porfor-
ated lining; 4- rubber; 5- clamping rings- b- second type of silencer2
1- barrel of gun; 2- frameo 3- silencer casing; c- labyrinth system of
silencer- 1- connecting piece from the exhaust port; 2- body of silencer;
3- labyrinths, 4- exhaust nozzle.

The gases, escaping through the exhaust ports in the barrel, impinge in
the first place against the inner recess cavity of the frame and then, after
doing a certain amount of work, escape through the openings in the frame and
encounter in their path the casing of the silencer, which is swaged outwards.
Here again a certain amount of energy is absorbed by the work done. The
pressure of the exhaust gases is thus considerably reduced, approaching
atmospheric pressure. The process of punching the hole is thus almost
silent and all that is heard is the sound of the impact.

A general view of a typical unit of the explosion device is shown in
Fig.7.

Fi_7 General view of a typical unit forpunichiny holes
by- .2_ e_•sion

Choice of dimensions and shane for the cuttin___n edgoc of the tool. The
shape and dimensions of the tool used, as well as its heat treatment, must
be chosen in such a way, as to ensure not only a clean and accurate hole, but
also an easy withdrawal of the plunger from the part. An adequate stability
of the tool must also be ensured.

Dies and plungers can be made of mark IU8A' tool steel, heat treated to
a hardness of RC52-56o To ensure stable conditions, the diameter of the
bearing surface of the die piece is made about 3 to 3.5 times larger than the
diameter of the working portion of the die surface.

The height of the cutting edge of the die can be 3 to 4 mm (this is
based on conditions ensuring stability and withstanding repeated grinding).

In order to ensure a free withdrawal of the plunger from the part, it
is recommended to use plungers with a conical working. surface (angle of
cone 3 to 50).

The height of the working surface of the plunger is based on ensuring
adequate conditions for punching the hole and for forcing the cut material
through the hole and die.

8.



Tests have shovm that the use of tools of recommended dimensions for
explosion punching yields good, cleanly finished holes of adequate accuracy.
The stability of the tool with high velocities of the plunger, which obtain
in explosive punching9 is considerably higher than that of the usual hole
punching stamping dies.

The above data have been tested and approved in experimental projects
and in working industrial installations.

9.
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